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The Lion Storyteller Bible
Paul wasn't one of Jesus' friends - in fact he really didn't like the whole "Jesus crew" at all. They were wrong! Even worse, they were telling lies that confused people about how to live properly
in God's way. But Paul's life-journey is about to be dramatically turned upside down when he actually meets Jesus himself. In a blinding-flash encounter he is given an assignment from God in
a mission that will change the lives of Jewish and Gentile people across the world from the first century right through to today. Here storyteller and scribe, Maximus details Paul's dangerous,
thrilling, and adventurous journeys.
Here is a collection of eighteen fun, fast-paced stories for Christmas from one of the UK's most popular storytellers. Bob Hartman is renowned for his retellings of traditional stories from around
the world. This Christmas collection contains eleven episodes that link directly to the Nativity story, with a further seven folktales that provide memorable insights into the real meaning of
Christmas. A very readable black and white text with line drawings throughout.
Every week churches around the world will hear several passages from the Scriptures. These are likely to be taken from the Revised Common Lectionary, The Lectionary works on a threeyear cycle, switching at the start of Advent. Year A starts again at Advent 2013. Bob Hartman provides two alternative retellings each week for one of the Bible readings from Year A. These
are designed to be child-friendly but engaging to adults as well. The forms vary from week to week, and include ‘telling tips’. For churches that do not use the Lectionary, this will remain a
valuable resource of great Bible stories.
Here is a selection of 14 of the most popular Gospel stories from The Lion Storyteller Bible. The text and illustrations are reproduced exactly as in the original edition. Also available: Old
Testament Tales from the Storyteller Bible (0 7459 4407 8)
The Lion Storyteller Easter Book
And Other Christmas Stories
From the Lion Storyteller Bible
100 Stories to Read Out Loud
A Storyteller Book
Bob Hartman has an enviable reputation as a performance storyteller. Here are his insights into how stories work, tips and techniques, and how to retell Bible stories--plus 35 great stories
to practice on. "Biblical storytelling can do one of two things," says Bob Hartman. "It can excite and inspire and create a thirst for more. Or it can bore and embarrass and leave a group with
a sad sense of 'so what?' And that's an important difference, if you believe, as I do, that those stories contain something essential about who we are and who God is." Good storytelling, he
explains, comes from blending your own passion, wit, and creativity with skill. This book shares the secrets of that skill, including: - The four relationships at the heart of biblical storytelling
- How stories work - How to take a Bible story to pieces, and recast it to compel the listener's attention
Subtitle on cover: A collection of Bob Hartman's best stories especially for reading aloud.
Part of the Storyteller Tales series, this title contains some of master storyteller Bob Hartman's best-loved folk and traditional tales. The contents are derived from The Lion Storyteller
Bedtime Book and The Lion Storyteller Book of Animal Tales, and this collection contains more than half a dozen folk tales from around the world.
A wonderful addition to the Storyteller range, told by the expert storyteller, Bob Hartman. Twenty-seven of Jesus' parables are given a fresh twist in his lively and dynamic style, managing
to effortlessly engage young readers and make clear the depths of meaning within the story. Illustrations by Krista Kallai Nagy add to the warm-hearted appeal of the parables. This book is
suitable for teachers seeking material to read out loud in class and assemblies, and for parents wanting stories children can enjoy having read to them, or for those who are starting to read
by themselves.
The Play-Along Bible
The Noisy Stable
More Stories and Readings for Sharing Aloud
Old Testament Tales
Bob Hartman's Guide to Storytelling - with over 50 Stories
Offers a series of tales that retell the Biblical account of the birth of Jesus, the origins of Christmas traditions and other legends of the holiday
season, in a completely reillustrated edition of an acclaimed collection of Christmas stories by a celebrated storyteller and author. Reprint.
An acclaimed storyteller presents vivid retellings of Bible stories
100 stories from the Bible, written to be read aloud A wonderful way for adults and children to enjoy and discover the Bible's most gripping stories,
all retold by a master storyteller. This selection is drawn from both Old and New Testaments. There are stories for individual and group
performances, stories for the major Christian festivals, stories for a variety of age groups. They will be remembered long after the service or event
in which they featured has slipped from memory. Each story is accompanied by 'telling tips' and followed by discussion questions. Large format and
clear type for easy reading. This book is a rich resource, opening up new perspectives on familiar truths and bringing Scripture to life.
This popular title (originally also available as The Lion Storyteller Book of World Stories) is the second title in the relaunch of the immensely popular
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Storyteller series in a newly illustrated portrait format. Bob Hartman's retellings of 40 warm and reassuring bedtime stories, taken from around the
world and retold especially for reading aloud, are combined with Kriszta Kallai Nagy's naive and colourful illustrations, which give a freshness to the
text. This new edition is enhanced by useful storytelling tips to help with reading the stories aloud.
Text only edition
The Lion Storyteller Christmas Book
Stories from the Stable
Tales to Tell Aloud
Bob Hartman's Guide to Storytelling - with 35 great stories

A companion volume to TELLING THE BIBLE. Bob uses the Gospel of Luke as a basis for 70 stories about Jesus, his birth, life, teaching, death and
resurrection. Bob uses a wide variety of narrative forms to produce stories that will delight new Christians and Bible veterans alike. Each story is
accompanied by an introduction explaining its particular place and function, with telling tips and questions. Some require audience participation: all are
designed to entertain and inform. The book is produced in large clear print and strongly bound for prolonged use. The price includes a license to
photocopy.
Young children will love taking part in acting out favourite Bible stories with movement, sounds and actions. From the moment children open their eyes
at the start of creation to the final shout "Hooray!" in Revelation, encounter hundreds of fun ways to actively engage with the Bible and enhance
children's understanding of familiar verses. Imaginations will come alive, chirping as birds, twinkling fingers for stars, roaring as lions, waving, marching
and jumping around. A lively, fun and interactive way to help children become familiar and recall special Bible moments.
This collection includes 14 selected Old Testament tales from The Lion Storyteller Bible. The narrative brings characters and events vividly to life while
remaining true to the original text.
This popular title from the Lion Storyteller series has had worldwide sales of over 120,000 copies, has been translated into 7 different languages, and
now it’s available in paperback. Bob Hartman's retellings of 40 warm and reassuring bedtime stories, taken from around the world and retold especially
for reading aloud, are combined with Kriszta Kallai Nagy's naive and colourful illustrations, which give a freshness to the text. Useful storytelling tips
from the author are included to help with reading the stories aloud. 'As the author says in the introduction: "Bedtime stories need to leave the listener
with that safe, warm, happily-ever-after feeling." And that's what this collection does, time and time again.' Manchester Evening News
The Good Samaritan
More Bible Baddies
The Littlest Camel
Paul, Man on a Mission
From the scores of beautiful and thrilling tales in the Bible, celebrated British author Amy Steedman has collected three dozen that are sure to delight
young children. With the confidence of a master storyteller practiced in holding the attention of even the most restless child, she weaves tales of Noah
and Moses, Solomon and David, and Daniel in the lion’s den. She leads young listeners to marvel at prophesies of the coming Savior, to be charmed by
the gentle goodness of His boyhood, and be dazzled by the scores of miracles that proved He is the Messiah coming to save Israel … and to save, as well,
every little child who hears these stories! Continuing with stories about events after the Resurrection, Miss Steedman takes young readers along with
Peter, Paul, and the Apostles as they carry the Good News to the ends of the Earth, and she even gives them a glimpse, with St. John, of the marvels
promised for the end of time! Today, too many religious books for young children trivialize the story of salvation and its many tales of mystery and
majesty! Not these classic read-aloud stories that have proven their worth for over a century now! These stories are suited to the unlimited
understanding of young children; but they’re proportioned as well to the immense powers of imagination which remain uncrippled in little children,
leaving them for the meantime still able and willing to believe in the truth of good things, and in marvels they may not yet understand. Now is the time
to read Amy Steedman’s remarkable Bible stories to your child … to plant in their souls these sweet seeds of truth and beauty. Be patient! Not too long
from now, you’ll find them blooming into a mature and abiding faith in Jesus.
Popular storyteller Bob Hartman is renowned for his fresh take on often-told stories, bringing them to life with vibrant characters and a lively twist in the
tale. Now Bob Hartman's previous Unauthorized Old and New Testament Tales PLUS his Unauthorized More Bible Tales are packed into this bumper book
of mischief! Each story is retold with an original slant from the point of view of a minor character involved, and is full of humor, mischief, silliness and
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fun. The black and white line illustrations perfectly match the playful style of the storytelling, and makes an ideal read for those who prefer something a
little more wayward on their bookshelves, particularly boys aged 7-9.
From ancient times to the present day, people have been telling stories about animals. Bob Hartman is no exception. Over his many years as a
professional storyteller, he has told stories about a menagerie of creatures - big and small, tame and scary, real and mythical. The Lion Storyteller Book
of Animal Tales features some of his favourites. This collection contains over 35 retellings - well-loved traditional tales, little-known legends, and several
original stories. These entertaining tales are drawn from all corners of the globe and feature a wide variety of animal characters. Yet this is more than
just a collection of animal stories, for many of these fun-filled retellings will also inspire children to think about right and wrong. Appealing illustrations
complement the fun and action of the words, capturing the mood of each story and bringing animals, birds and insects vividly to life.
Retold with Bob Hartman's insight and wit, some of these tales are funny, others are sinister. And some feature reformed baddies. Their dastardly deeds,
pride, ruthlessness and misuse of power are vividly recreated. There are also 'come-uppance' stories and, last but not least, those showing God's
compassion for the worst of 'baddies'. 'Baddies' include Pharoh, David, Jonah, Herod, Zacchaeus, Pilate, Peter, Jacob, Goliath, Judas and Paul.
Lectionary Readings for Year A, Retold for Maximum Effect
Bible Baddies
Telling The Gospel
Angels, Angels All Around
The Lion Storyteller Bible 25th Anniversary
Bob Hartman's inimitable storytelling puts an imaginative slant on a familiar Old Testament tale
Bob Hartman has an enviable reputation as a performance storyteller. Here are his insights into how stories work; tips and techniques; and how to
retell Bible stories ' plus 50 great stories to practise on. This is a revised and expanded edition of the Lion volume first published in 2002, with many
new stories and ideas. The book is structured by storytelling styles, with pull quotes and boxes to keep the central material clear. This book is both
a training manual and a resource. All the stories are taken from the Bible. It is published in the same popular format as TELLING THE BIBLE and
TELLING THE GOSPEL.
Following the tried and tested formula of his earlier Lion Storyteller titles, Bob Hartman retells a selection of Easter stories in his own inimitable
style. This collection of 23 stories includes all the Bible accounts of the events of the first Easter, from Palm Sunday through to Jesus' resurrection
encounters with his friends and followers. Bob Hartman's retellings of familiar and sometimes serious tales are fresh and engaging, making these
Bible stories accessible to the young and not-so-young.
A practical, engaging devotional Bible for families to share, explore, and respond to the stories together. Based on the successful and cherished
stories from The Lion Storyteller Bible by Bob Hartman, interactive elements work alongside the original stories to encourage children to think,
engage, and make connections with their lives. Writing elements and questions relevant to school and family life encourage a shared reading and
discussion experience for the whole family. Explore the setting, characters, and situation in Bible stories, seeing God working through them, and
thinking about how you would react in the same situation, and what God wants them to do. Spark discussion about faith and trusting God as
problems arise and solutions are found, looking for God in every day, and involving God in family decision-making. With Bible references to
encourage the next step to reading an actual Bible and prayer prompts and making time to listen to God. An ideal resource to support parents and
carers to share their faith with children.
Telling the Bible
Easter Stories
The Lion Storyteller Bible
The Lion Storyteller Book of Animal Tales
Anyone Can Tell a Bible Story
The Lion Storyteller Bible broke new ground in its presentation – both verbal and visual – of Bible stories. It has been immensely popular, with sales in the UK exceeding 130,000 copies and editions printed in
more than 11 languages. Since The Lion Storyteller Bible was first published Bob Hartman has established an international reputation as a storyteller and writer.This new book integrates more than 20 new
Bible story retellings with the 50 tried and tested originals. It also includes a useful appendix of Bob Hartman’s hints and tips for storytelling. Newly commissioned illustrations throughout will capture as much
warmth and appeal as those in the first edition.
The Lion Storyteller BibleLion Children's Books
Celebrate the 25thAnniversary of The Lion Storyteller Bible with this special edition. The Lion Storyteller Bible broke new ground in its presentation - both verbal and visual - of Bible stories and has been
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treasured by children of all ages. It has been immensely popular, with sales in the UK exceeding 130,000 copies and editions printed in more than 11 languages. Since The Lion Storyteller Bible was first
published, Bob Hartman has established an international reputation as a storyteller and writer. This Bible integrates more than 70 Bible story retellings from the Old and New Testaments and also includes a
useful appendix of Bob Hartman's hints and tips for storytelling. In 2008, newly commissioned illustrations throughout captured as much warmth and appeal as those in the first edition in 1995.
Popular storyteller Bob Hartman is renowned for his fresh take on often-told stories, bringing them to life with vibrant characters and a lively twist in the tale. Bob now launches a new series of stories, The
Unauthorized Versions, which are packed full of humour, mischief, silliness, and fun, but which all have a good-hearted and memorable conclusion. These easy-to-read stories of Jesus are inspired by the
Bible, but given a completely original slant. Retold at a cracking pace, this black and white line illustrated book (in a style perfectly matched to Bob's mischievous storytelling) makes an ideal read for those
who prefer something a little more wayward on their bookshelves, particularly boys aged 7-9.
Over 30 World Stories with Links to Bible Verses and Engaging Discussion Ideas
The Lion Storyteller Book of Family Values
New Testament Tales
Telling the Bible 2
Bumper Tales from the Bible
"Wherever I go, I meet many children (and adults), who love getting involved in the telling of stories. Active participation is at the heart of this Act-Along Bible!" Professional
storyteller, performer and award-winning children's author Bob Hartman has made interaction central to the retelling of these 29 Bible stories. The narrator and those taking part
act out roles in the stories with movement, sounds and actions. Imaginations will come alive as they pretend that they are involved in the story. Become Noah's sons helping their
father build the ark, Hebrew families recalling the events of the Exodus, soldiers in Gideon's army, shepherds on the hillside around Bethlehem, fishermen on Sea of Galilee, and
donkeys that ride Jesus into Jerusalem. The interactive narrative will keep children fully involved in the storytelling, while having plenty of fun, humour, and creativity to help
become familiar and recall special Bible moments. A memorable and engaging way to explore stories of the Old and New Testaments at home, in children's groups, and in
classrooms.
Popular storyteller Bob Hartman is renowned for his fresh take on often-told stories, bringing them to life with vibrant characters and a lively twist in the tale. Bob now launches a
new series of stories – The Unauthorized Versions – which are packed full of humour, mischief, silliness, and fun – but which all have a good-hearted and memorable conclusion.
These easy-to-read stories of Jesus are inspired by the Bible – but given a completely original slant. Retold at a cracking pace, this black and white line illustrated book (in a style
perfectly matched to Bob's mischievous storytelling) makes an ideal read for those who prefer something a little more wayward on their bookshelves, particularly boys aged 7-9.
Packed with pop-ups, pull tabs, and hidden pictures, the story of the Good Samaritan comes to life.
Popular storyteller Bob Hartman is renowned for his fresh take on often-told stories, bringing them to life with vibrant characters and a lively twist in the tale. Bob now launches a
new series of stories ' The Unauthorized Versions ' which are packed full of humour, mischief, silliness, and fun ' but which all have a good-hearted and memorable conclusion.
These easy-to-read Old Testament stories are inspired by the Bible ' but given a completely original slant. Retold at a cracking pace, this black and white line illustrated book (in a
style perfectly matched to Bob's mischievous storytelling) makes an ideal read for those who prefer something a little more wayward on their bookshelves, particularly boys aged
7-9.
The Lion Storyteller Family Bible
The Lion Storyteller Awesome Book of Stories
Dinner in the Lions' Den
Imagining God's Story Through Motion and Play
70 stories about Jesus to read out loud

Storyteller Bob Hartman takes a very unusual approach to ten tales from the Bible. His stories are full of memorable language that delights children. Hartman's
starting point is that every angel has its own characteristics: some shy, some brave, some practical, some playful. And each angel is perfectly matched to the task
God gives it. Through this device, his retellings get right to the heart of the Bible stories, drawing out their significance in a way that stays in the imagination. The
book includes the stories of: Hagar; Balaam; Elijah; Daniel; The Burning Fiery Furnace; Gabriel and Mary; The Christmas Shepherds; the Resurrection; Peter in
Prison; and Paul's shipwreck.
Following the tried and tested formula of his earlier Lion Storyteller titles, Bob Hartman retells a selection of Easter stories in his own inimitable style. This collection
of 23 stories includes the key Bible accounts of the events of the first Easter from Palm Sunday through to Jesus' resurrection, encounters with his friends and
followers, and the ascension. Bob Hartman's retellings of familiar and sometimes serious tales are fresh and engaging, making these Bible stories accessible to the
young and not-so-young. Line illustrations complement the text. As a bonus, this book includes some of Bob Hartman's favourite storytelling tips.
Bob Hartman's bumper collection of Bible stories is drawn from both the Old and New Testaments. There are stories for individual and group performances, stories
for the major Christian festivals, stories for a variety of age groups. Each story is followed by discussion questions to encourage the audience to delve deeper into
each tale. Incorporating Bob's three books - Telling the Bible, Telling the Gospel and Anyone Can Tell a Bible Story - this extensive resource includes extensive
notes on story-telling, essential for any performer. Discover why Bob is in such demand in this entertaining and insightful collection.
Bob Hartman's Act-Along Bible
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Read-Aloud Book of Bible Stories
The Lion Storyteller Book of Parables
Telling Bible Stories
Bible Stories Through the Year
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